AT&T and Verizon expand programs to address digital equity.
Nextiles creates smart fabric using patented technology.
Atos and IBM collaborate to help banks and insurance companies increase their security.
Fantasy Sports is a perfect candidate for blockchain innovation.

AT&T, Verizon Target Digital Inclusion
US operators AT&T and Verizon expanded programs to address digital equity, as children commence a new school year and the government offers Internet access subsidies through its Emergency Broadband Benefit.

Learn more

Nextiles: The Future Of Wearable Technology?
New York startup Nextiles has developed a form of wearable technology that's embedded into clothing and captures data using Bluetooth.

Learn more

Atos and IBM Work To Boost Cloud Migration In Financial Services
With the pandemic providing sharp focus to digitalize businesses in response to changing customer and market trends, banks and insurance companies are moving their applications to the Cloud at speed.

Learn more

How Blockchain Brings A New Era Of Innovation To Fantasy Sports
In the last two decades, fantasy sports have become one of the fastest growing and most profitable online industries, with a current market size of $18.6 billion and expected growth of $48.6 billion by 2027.

Learn more
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